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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper deals with the stability analysis of the backward ifferential formulas (or 
BDF methods) for nonlinear Volterra integral equations with delay (VIDEs). The presented approach 
is based on a nonclassical Lipschitz condition. In particular, the criteria on the global and the 
asymptotic stability of the methods are given. (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The last decade has witnessed a large development in the stability and convergence analysis of 
various numerical methods for Volterra integral equations (cf. [1-5]), but only partial researches 
have been contributed to VIDEs (cf. [6-7]). Moreover, the latter is based on the classical Lipschitz 
condition. As for the VIDEs with nonclassical Lipschitz condition, the corresponding numerical 
analysis hasn't  been done. Whereas, it is important for stiff problems. Thus, this paper gives a 
numerical stability analysis to a class of nonlinear VIDEs with nonclassical Lipschitz condition 
on a Hilbert space. The presented approach focuses on BDF methods, and the obtained results 
are benefit from the theory of numerical solutions for stiff ODEs and DDEs (cf. [8-14]). 
2. MODEL PROBLEMS AND METHODS 
Let X denote a real (or complex) Hilbert space with the inner product (*, *) and the induced 
norm II * H, and let f : [0,+co) x X x X --* X ,g  : [0,+co) --* X and ¢ : [--T, 0) --* X be the 
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assigned mappings. Consider the following nonlinear VIDEs with delay T 
~0 ty(t) = g(t) + f(~, y(~), y(~ - T)) d~, 
y(t) = ¢(t), 
t > O, (2.1a) 
--T < t < 0, (2.1b) 
which arises in certain applications to impulse theory (cf. [15]). Throughout his paper, we also 
assume that each system of the form (2.1) has a unique solution y(t) on [-~-, oc) and satisfies 
~}~(X 1 -- 232, f ( t ,  :El, Yl) -- f(t,  x2, Y2)) 
< c~llxl - x2 l ]  2 -4- DIIyl - y~ll ~ + 7 l l f ( t ,  x l ,  y l )  - f(t, x2, Y2)IIL 
VXl ,X2 ,Y l ,Y2  E X ,  t > O, 
(2.2) 
with constants a,/3, and 7. All the problems (2.1) with (2.2) will be called the class V(a, f~, 7). 
In the following, we give some examples of the class V((~,/3, 7). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. A complex d-dimensional linear system 
f0 t y(t) = g(t) + [Ly(~) + My(~ - T)] d~, 
y(t) = ¢(t), 
t_>O, 
(2.3) 
-~-_< t <0,  
with d x d complex constant matrices L, M, belongs to the class V(a, ~, "7) iff the matrix 
1 ( ( I -7L )*L+L ' ( I -7L ) -2a I  ( I -27L)*M)  
n := -2  M*( I  - 27L) -27M*M - 2DI 
is nonnegative definite, where I is the d x d identity matrix and * denotes the conjugate trans- 
position of the corresponding matrix, since 
N(xl  - x2, L (x l  - x2) + M(y l  - Y2)) 
-~ l l z ,  - x2112 - ~llu~ - u2112 - 71I f ( t ,  x~, u , )  - f ( t ,  x2, y~)ll 2 
<(-)  ( = _ X l  X2 ,H  xl  , Vx l ,x2 ,y l ,y2  E C d, 
Yl Y2 Yl Y2 
t_>O. 
(2.4) 
As a subsystems of (2.3), we consider two-dimensional problem 
fO t yl(t) = gl(t) + [/Yl(~) + mly2(~ - T)] d~, t > 0, 
// y2(t) = g2(t) + [lYl(~) + rn2Y2(~ - ~')] d~, t _> 0, (2.5) 
yl(t) : gbl(t), y2(t) : gb2(t), - -T  _~ t < 0, 
where l ,m l ,m2 are given real constants, and gi(t) (i = 1,2, t > 0) and ¢i(t) (i = 1,2, --T <_ 
t _< 0) are assigned real-scalar functions. It is easy to prove that (2.5) belongs to the class 
V(( l /2) ,  maxi=l,2 {(( [ rn i l2) / -  2/)}, 1/(2/)) whenever l # 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the scalar problems 
y(t) = g(t) + ay(~) + 
y(t) = ¢(t), 
_@/¢ 7_~) ] de, t > o, 
1 + lY(¢ - r )12J  - (2.6) 
-T  <_ t < O, 
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where scalar functions g(t), ¢(t) and complex constants a, b are given. We can readily testify 
that (2.6) belongs to the class V(~(a) - Ibl/2, Ibl/2, 0). 
For presenting the subsequent analysis on numerical stability, we use Cahlon's computational 
scheme (cf. [6,7])and confine the underlying method to BDF method. Namely, we will deal with 
the following methods for (2.1): 
n 
Yn = g(tn) + h E Wndf(tJ' YJ' Yj-m), n > k > 1, (2.7a) 
j=O 
Yn = ¢(tn), -m < n < 0, (2.7b) 
where the value of k depends on the desired accuracy, Yn are approximations to y(tn), tn = nh, 
stepsize h = r /m with certain positive integer m, and the weights wn,j are determined by 
k {0 ,  O<j<_n-1 ,  
E OtiO)n_i, j 
i=0 1, j = n, (2.8) 
w~,j = 0, j > n. 
In (2.8), the real constants ai are the coefficients of a convergent and strong stable BDF method 
for ODEs and satisfy the consistency condition p(1) = 0 and pr(1) = 1 with p(~) = ~i=0k ai~k_,. 
Taking a weighted sum of successive quation (2.7a) yields 
k k 
= + hS(t., u,,, (2.9) 
i=0 i=O 
where we have used (2.8). 
3. STABIL ITY OF THE METHODS 
For further discussion, we introduced the following notational conventions: 
Un = Yn - Zn, Un = (Un-k, Un-k+X,..., Un-1) E X k, 
Q(n) = f(tn, Yn, Yn-m) -- f(t~, Zn, Zn-m), 
where zn are approximations produced by applying method (2.9) to the following system 
z(t) = g(t) + f(~, z(~), z(~ - r)) d~, t > O, (3.1a) 
z(t) = ¢(t), -v  < t < 0. (3.15) 
Moreover, we define the two norms II * IIc (G is a real positive definite matrix) and U * II in X k 
as follows: 
i I k 
i,j=l i=1 
With the help of (2.9) and the above notations, we arrive at 
VU= (Ul,U2,...,Uk) E X k. 
where E is the shift operator. 
In [10], for ODEs methods, the concept of G-stability proposed by Dahlquist [8] is extended 
to G(c,p,q)-stability. Referring to this extension, an analogous concept for methods (2.9) is 
introduced. 
p(E)un-k = hQ (n), (3.2) 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Assume c > O, p, q are real constants and there exists a real positive definite 
matrix G such that for any real sequence k {~}~=0, 
A~ GA~ - cA~ GAo <_ 2ak(p(E)ao) - p(a~) 2 - q(p(E)ao) 2, (3.3) 
where Ai = ( ai, ai+ i , . . . , ai+k_ l ) T ( i = O, 1). Then the method (2.9) is called G( c, p, q)-algebrai- 
cally stable. In particular, a G(1,0, O)-algebraically stable method is called G-stable. 
REMARK 3.1. From the Definition 3.1, one can directly conclude that if 
el _~ c2, Pl k P2, ql >-- q2, (3.4) 
then a G(cl, Pl, ql)-algebraically stable methods is also G(c2,P2, q2)-algebraically stable. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Method (2.9) is called globM1y stable for the class V(a, ~, ~) if this method is 
applied to problems (2.1) and (2.2) of the class V(a, [3, ~/), respectively, the induced numericM 
solutions Yn and zn satisfy 
Ily,~ - z,~ll _< Mo max Ily~ - z i [ I ,  Vn >_ k, 
min {O,k -m} <_i~_k- i
where Mo is a constant depending only on T, a,/3, % and the method. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that method (2.9) is G(c, p, q)-algebraically stable with 0 < e <_ 1. Then, 
this method is globally stable for the class V(a,/3, "y) problems (2.1),(3.1) with 
2(a + ~)h < p, ]3 k O, hq > % (3.5) 
and satisfies the following global stability inequality 
max Iluill n > k, (3.6) 
[[Unil <~ V ~-Gm min{O,k -m}<_ i~k-1  ' - -  
where A~4 , A G are the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of the matrix G, respectively. 
oo PROOF. Let {e~} be a group of orthonormal basis on X such that u ,  = ~=1 x,"e~. Write 
x2  = (x~,~+. . . .  , x .+~_ l )  ~ 
~ ~ 7- ~ ~ , i---- 0,1. , bn+i+l -k ,  • . . , bn+i_ l )  T 
A combination of (2.2), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5) yields 
oo 
tt=l 
oo 
#=1 
<_ 2~(u , , ,  p (E )u , , -k l  - plIu.II ~ - q l lp(E)u ._ , l l  ~ 
= 2~(u~,hQ(")} -,I)u~)l ~ -qh  ~ Q(-) ~ 
< (2ha -p)llu,~l[ 2 + 2hBIiun_mll 2+ h(~/- hq) Q(n) 2 
_< (2ha - p)]iu, II 2 + 2h~llu,_mll 2. 
Hence, 
IIa.÷lll~ _ IIu.II~ + (2h(~ - p)llunil 2 + 2h]3Ilun_mll 2, (3.7) 
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where we have used the known conditions 0 < c < 1. 
An induction to (3.7) follows 
n-k  n -k  
[Iun+lll~ < IIukll~ + (2h~ -p) Z Ilun-,ll ~ +2h~ ~ II~_m_~ll ~
i=0  i=0 
Whereas, by (3.5) we have 
n-k  n -k  
(2ha -p) ~ II~,,~-,IP + 2h~ ~ ll~_m_~il ~
i=O i=O 
n-k  n+rn-k  
=(2h~-p) ~ 11~_~ll~+2hZ ~ Ilu.-~ll 2
i=0  i=rn 
n -k  n+m-k  
<_ (2ho~-p) ~ 11,~,,_,ll~+2hz ~ Ilu,,-,ll ~ 
i=0  i=0 
n+m-k  
<2h~ ~ Ilu~-,ll 2 
i=n+l -k  
2f i t  max i]ui]l 2. 
k-rn<i<_k-1 
Substituting (3.10) in (3.9) leads to 
IIU.+~ll~ <- I[Ukll~. + 2,5'T Ilu~II 2, max 
k-m<i<k-1  
which shows 
k-1  
G 2 2f i t  
i=0  
Further, by (3.11) we obtain 
~211u.ii ~< (k~ + 2z~) 
max 
k- rn<i<k-1  
max 
rain {O,k-rn} <i<k-1  
Ilu~rl 2. 
lluJ 2. 
(3.9) 
(3.1o) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Therefore, (3.6) is proved by (3.12). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that method (2.9) is G-stable. Then, this method is globally stable 
for the class Y(a, 13, 7) problems (2.1),(3.1) with 
0 <_/3 <_ -a ,  7 <- O, 
and satisfies the global stability inequality (3.6). 
Furthermore, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that method (2.9) is G(c, p, q)-algebraically stable with 
0<c<l ,  2(a + i3)h < p, 13>0, hq >_ 7. 
Then this method is asymptotically stable, i.e., limn-~oo ]lun ]] = 0. 
PROOF. It follows from a slight modification to the proof of (3.10) that 
k-1  n--k 
(2h~ -p) Z I1~-,11 ~+2hZ Z ll~-m-~ll ~ 
~=o i=o (3.13) 
n-k  k -1  
< [(2h(~+~)-p] E IJu~-~ll 2+2h~ ~ Ilu'l12 
i=0  i=k -m 
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Combining (3.13) with (3.9) yields 
n-k  k-1 
I lUn+l l l~ ~- ~1) -- 2h(oL + ~)] E IlUn-ill2 ~ IIUkII2G ~- 2h~ E 
i=0 i=k-  rn 
IMII 
by which we further have 
n k -1  
Ilu ll < IIUkll +2h  Ilu ll 
i=k i=k-m 
(3.14) 
Since 2h(a + ~) < p, by (3.14) we get 
lim IIu ll = 0, 
n---~ OO 
which completes the proof of this theorem. 
With Theorem 3.2 we directly obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that method (2.9) is G-stable, and the conditions 
O_<Z<-a ,  -~<0, 
hold. Then this method is asymptotically stable. 
For simplicity, this paper deals only with the VIDEs with one-delay. In fact, we readily extend 
all the results to the multidelay case of the form 
~0 t y(t) = g(t) + f(~, Y(~), Y(~ - ~'1), Y(~ - T2),. . . ,  y(~ -- Tl))d~, 
y(t) = ¢(t), 
t_>O, 
-- max  {Ti} < t < O, 
l<i<l 
with 
~{X 1 -- x2 , f ( t ,  X l ,Y l ,Y2 , . . . , y l )  -- f ( t ,  x2, Z l ,Z2 , . . . ,Z l )}  
l 
<- allxl - x2ll2 + E Dillyi - zill 2 + 7llf(t, X l ,y l ,y2 , . . .  ,yz) - f ( t ,  x2,zl ,z2,. . . ,z l)112 , 
i=1 
VXl,X2,yi, zi E X (i = 1,2, . . .  ,l), t > O. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
For illuminating the applicability of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we give the following 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider two-step two-order methods of the form (2.9), where 
3~ 2 -2~+ 1 (4.1) 
Set c = 1 and q = 1/3, then for a given 2 x 2 real symmetric-positive-definite matrix G = (gij), 
condition (3.3) holds iff matrix 
1 
-~ + gtl 
M= 4 
0 
4 
+ g~2 0 
16 
- - -~  -- g l l  -}- g22 --g12 ' 
--g12 3 -- p -- g22/  
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is nonnegative definite. 
nonnegative definite, i.e., the following conditions need to be fulfilled: 
1 16 
gll _> ~, g22 _> -~- + gn, g22 _< 3 -p ,  
(-l+gll) (-1---~-gll +g22) >_ (4+g12) , 
(3 -p -  g22) ( -~  -g l l  + g22) >_g212, (4.2) 
( 
When choosing ll = 1/3 and g22 = 17/3, (4.2) is reduced to p _< -8/3 and matrix G becomes 
G= 3 4 
4 17 ' 
3 
which is nonnegative definite and poses eigenvalues A~ = (9 + 4x/5)/3 and AGm = (9 -- 4V~)/3. 
In accordance with Remark 3.1, we prefer to select p = -8/3. Hence, it follows that this method 
is G(1, -8/3,  1/3)-algebraically stable. Moreover, by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, respectively, 
we infer that this method is globally and asymptotically stable for the class V(~, ~3, 7) with (3•5). 
In particular, when the induced results are applied to system (2.5), we know that the stability 
inequality 
[[un[[ -< [ (v~ + 2) 12  (9 + 4vr5) + 3 max {~} T [ j = l , 2  min {0,2-m}_<i~imax HUi[[, n>2,_ 
holds whenever 
]' l~ l  i l9 '%X (l+max ~l )  h<i=1,2  ---38 and l<0;  (4.3) 
and limn-.oo Hun[[ = 0 whenever the sign of equality in (4.3) is dropped. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider three-step three-order methods of the form (2.9), where 
11S3 3 1 (4.4) 
P(~¢)= 6~ - 3¢2 +2¢-3"  
Set c = 1/2, q = 0 and matrix G = diag(1/16, 1/4, 1), by which it follows that 
To attain the latter, all the principle minors of matrix M must be 
1 
5~ o o 
1 
0 -~ 0 
16 
1 
o o 
I 3 -~ ~ -3 
() ? 
8 
5 -P /  
Whereas, M is nonnegative definite iffp < -100/3• In terms of Remark 3.1, we prefer to select p -- 
-100/3. Thus, this method is G(1/2,-100/3, 0)-algebraically stable• Further, by Theorem 3.1 
and Theorem 3.2, respectively, we conclude that this method is globally and asymptotically 
stable for the class V(a, ~, V) with (3.5). In particular, when the induced results are applied to 
the systems (2.6), we have that 
,,u,l,, 
min {0,3-rn}_<i_2 
whenever 
5O h~(a) < --~-; (4.5) 
and limn--.oo I[u,~]l = 0 whenever the sign of equality in (4.5) is dropped• 
M = 
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